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Abstract: With the massive development of the social media content on the Internet in the bygone few years, folks
now rapid their outlook on almost no matter what in discussion. Discovery the outlook sites and observing them on the
web is tough task. Therefore there is a necessity for automatic opinion. Sentiment Analysis is the region of study that
examines customer comment, opinions , sentiments, evaluations, attitudes, and from written language. It is one of the
supreme suitable research areas in Natural Language Processing and is also extensively studied in data mining. The
significance of sentiment analysis overlaps with the evolution of social media such as reviews, discussion forums,
blogs, and social networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the volatile evolution of the social media content on the internet in the last few years, the world has been
renovated. E-Commerce sites, online communities, forums, discussion groups, web logs, product rating sites, chat
rooms are some of the sources on which folks can now express their opinions on nearly anything in
discussionSentiment analysis refers to the usage of natural language processing, text analysis and computational
linguistics to recognize and excerpt subjective information in source materials. Sentiment analysis is broadly
applied to reviews and social media for a diversity of applications, stretching from marketing to customer service.
Analysers used for polarity identification. Analysers are of two kinds manual (domain oriented) and automatic
(generalized oriented) we used domain oriented in our approach. In manual analyser predefined data set exists in which
similar/ related term have to feed and outcome occurs and on the other hand automatic analyser comprise of huge
data set and also adept to handle numerous language at a time. Sentiment analysis is used to categorize polarity and
the sentiment analyser is used to describe polarity opinion expressed is
(+) tive, (-) tive or (=) neutral.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
a) Sentiments
Sentiment is a genuine and distinguished sensibility, inclination to be influenced by emotion rather than reason or
fact: to appeal to sentiment. Sentimentality infers affected, excessive, sometimes maudlin sentiment: frail
sentimentality. The study of emotions in text can be accomplished from two points of view. Firstly, one can explore
how feelings affect a writer of a text in selecting specific words and/or other linguistic elements. Secondly, one can
examine how a reader understands the emotion in a text, and what dialectal signs are used to conclude the emotion of
the writer.
b) Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment Analysis is procedure of computationally recognizing and classifying opinions stated in a piece of text,
especially in order to decide whether the writer's attitude towards a certain topic, product, etc. is positive, negative,
or neutral.
“Sentiment Analysis is the job of finding positive and negative opinions, emotions, and evaluations”. Sentiment
Analysis has several names. It’s frequently referred to as subjectivity analysis, Opinion mining, and appraisal
extraction, with some connections to affective computing (computer recognition and expression of emotion) .
c) Dual Sentiment Analysis
A model called dual sentiment analysis (DSA), to address this problem for sentiment grouping. We first suggest a
unique data expansion technique by constructing a sentiment- reversed review for each training and test review.
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On this basis, we recommend a dual training algorithm to make use of original and reversed training reviews in
pairs for learning a sentiment classifier, and a dual prediction algorithm to classify the test reviews by bearing in mind
two sides of one review.
III. SOURCE OF DATA
The key source for obtaining data is websites, software, fact, figures etc. Enormous data can be found about company,
consumers, producers, retailers, legal documents, data warehouse etc. Opinion mining is used to analyse this data.
Particulars are given below.
a) World Wide Web
In web there are gigantic quantity of data is present. This data is the giant source for researchers and users both in the
world of web blogs, comment box, form feeding etc methods is used for data extracting and to transfer data emails,
face book, twitter is used.
b) Sites
In the existing age many known groups are doing the effort of analysing data and sustaining the sites. Industries
are signing people to perform the corresponding work. Finally on the basis of attained data such as price,
quantity, grading of the product result occurs.
c) Web Based Interface
Interface is a negotiator between user and the web.This comprise of text messaging, digital audio/video, e-mail, links
etc. Interface plays a crucial part amid user and web since without interface it is not conceivable to connect or
communicate.
IV. BAG OF WORDS MODEL
Sentiment classification is a vital duty in sentiment analysis, with its goal to categorize the sentiment of a given
text. The acquainted practice in sentiment classification follows the practices in conservative topic-based text
cataloguing, where the bag-of-words (BOW) standard is typically used for text illustration. In a review text is
characterized by a vector of independent words. A large number of researches in sentiment analysis intended to
appreciate BOW by combining linguistic information. Polarity shift is a kind of linguistic situation which can reverse
the sentiment polarity of the text. Negation is the most indispensable sort of polarity shift. For example, by adding a
negation word “don’t” to a positive text “I like this book” since the word “like”, the sentiment of the text will be
reversed from positive to negative. Anyways, the two sentiment-opposite texts are accredited to be very alike by the
BOW representation. Numerous approaches have been planned in the literature to show the polarity shift problem.
V.DUAL SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Effective technique to handle this is a simple yet improved model, called dual sentiment analysis (DSA), to address the
polarity shift problem in sentiment classification. The original and reversed reviews are designed in a one-to-one
correspondence. In DSA a dual training (DT) algorithm and a dual prediction (DP) algorithm suitably, to make use of
the original and reversed samples in pairs for training a statistical classifier and make predictions. Also DSA
framework is applied for 3-class (positive- negative-neutral) sentiment grouping, by getting the neutral reviews into
deliberation in both dual training and dual prediction.
Different Classes of Sentiment Analysis
a. Positive Sentiments: These are the good words about the target in consideration. If the positive sentiments are raised,
it is indicated to be good. In case of commodity reviews, if the positive reviews about the commodities are
more, it is bought by many customers.
b. Negative Sentiments: These are the bad words about the target in deliberation. If the negative sentiments are
increased, it is discarded from the optional list. In case of commodity reviews, if the negative reviews about the
commodities are more, no one intend to buy it.
c. Neutral Sentiments: These are neither good nor bad words about the intention. Hence it is neither adopted nor
depreciates.
VI. PROPOSED DESIGN
Propose a simple yet efficient model, called dual sentiment analysis (DSA), to address the polarity shift problem in
sentiment classification. Figure Show a System of proposed architecture. A data expansion technique by creating
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sentiment-reversed reviews. The original and reversed reviews are established in a one-to-one correspondence &
dual training (DT) algorithm and a dual prediction (DP) algorithm correspondingly, to make use of the original and
reversed specimen in pairs for training a statistical classifier and make predictions. DSA structure from polarity
(positive-negative) classification to 3-class (positive, negative, neutral) sentiment classification. To Curtail DSA’s
dependency on an external antonym dictionary, we finally develop a corpus-based method for construct pseudoantonym dictionary. The pseudo antonym dictionary is language-independent and domain adaptive makes DSA
model possible to be applied into a wide range of applications.

USER FEEDBACK COMMENTS
Our analysis of feedback comments on eBay and Amazon divulge that even if a buyer gives a positive rating for a
transaction, s/he still consent comments of mixed opinions respecting different aspects of transactions in feedback
comments. For example for comment c2, a purchaser gave a positive feedback classification for a transaction, but left
the subsequent comment: “bad communication, will not purchase from repeatedly. super slow ship(ping). item as
described.". Apparently the buyer has negative opinion almost the communication and delivery aspects of the
transaction, against an overall positive.
VII. REVIEW CONVERSION
The data expansion technique of creating sentiment- reversed reviews based on an antonym dictionary, for each
original review, the reversed review is established conferring to the following rules:
Text reversion: If there is a negation, first detect the purview of negation. All sentiment words out of the scope of
negation are reversed to their antonyms. In the outlook of negation, negation words are removed, but the sentiment
words are not reversed.
Label reversion. For any of the training review, the class design is also reversed to its opposite (positive to negative, or
vice versa), just as the class label of the reversed review
VIII. DUAL TRAINING
The original training specimens are reversed to their opposites. Indicate to them as “original training set” and
“reversed training set. In our data expansion technique, there is a one-to- one correspondence among the original and
reversed reviews. The classifier is trained by maximizing a combination of the likelihoods of the original and
reversed training samples. This process is called dual training. Note that our method can be easily adapted to the
other classifiers such as naïve Bayes and SVMs.
IX. DUAL PREDICTION
Dual prediction works in addressing the polarity shift problem. This time we think “I don’t like this book. It is
boring” is an original test review, and “I like this book. It is interesting” is the reversed test review. Accordingly, it is
very likely that the original test review will be miss-classified as Positive. While in DP, due to the removal of negation
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in the reversed review, “like” this time the plays a positive role. Therefore, the probability that the reversed review
being classified into Positive must be high. In DP, a weighted combination of two component predictions is used as the
dual prediction output.
X. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a novel data expansion approach, to address the polarity shift problem in sentiment
classification. The manner of using a pair of samples in training (dual training) and prediction (dual prediction). A DSA
model is very effective for polarity classification and it significantly outperforms several alternative methods of
considering polarity shift. DSA algorithm by developing a selective data expansion technique that chooses training
reviews with higher sentiment degree for data expansion.
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